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analysis process could all aid in the advancement of the field.
This paper focuses on the characterization phase and makes
use of empirical test data gathered during a specially
designed field experiment using a combination of seismic
and infrasound sensors to detect a variety of man-made SOIs
from a waterborne source. In conjunction with the field
experiment, analytical models having the same array
configuration and using simulated input stimulus were
developed. The analytical models can be validated by
comparing the predicted results with those of the field
exercise. This paper presents a brief summary of the field
measurements, the corresponding analytical predictions and
an analysis of the results of the comparison of the two.

I. INTRODUCTION

II. INFRASOUND NETWORK

The detection, characterization, and classification of
infrasound signals has been widely documented in the
professional literature with much of the emphasis to date
being on environmental signals of interest (SOI) such as
earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, and bolides. Much work has
also been done to study infrasound signatures of man-made
origin such as those of missile launches, fixed and
rotary-wing aircraft, ground vehicles, machinery, etc. [1].
Some of the most well documented collaborative work to
study man-made SOIs comes from a multi-national, joint
scientific and academic organization participating in the
monitoring of the Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban Treaty.
This world-wide sensor network consists of over 59 fixed
monitoring stations and constantly gathers infrasonic and
seismic data to verify compliance by member and
non-member nations [2].
While naturally occurring infrasound SOIs are
continuously being gathered and analyzed, the advancement
of the state of the art in processing man-made SOIs offers a
wide range of opportunities. Improved algorithms for the
detection, characterization and/or classification phases of the

A. Overview
A network of infrasound and seismic sensors was deployed
in a field experiment described below. The infrasound
sensors network (ISNet) is an end-to-end data acquisition,
pre-processing, and communication system. It is composed
of sub-systems including infrasound and seismic sensors,
array processors, power, a metrology station, and a
communication uplink. Representative sensors, the data
acquisition system, and the metrology station are shown in
Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. ISNet representative data acquisition system.

III. INFRASOUND FIELD EXERCISE
A. Overview
A field experiment was conducted in June 2008 for the
purpose of gathering infrasound and seismic data on ten
different man-made SOIs. The experiment was conducted at
Kempfer Ranch (25,000 acres), located in Deer Park, FL
between Melbourne and Orlando FL. In the experiment, a
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shows the recorded infrasound array time series and
spectrogram plots for one, representative pass of the boat (for
clarity) and Fig. 4 shows the recorded seismic data for seven,
representative passes of the boat.

small motorboat entered a small, simulated lagoon from a
nearby canal and docked. Personnel moved equipment out of
the boat into a waiting truck. The truck then left the area of
the dock and drove to a nearby “village” where men and
equipment were off-loaded. The men then created “camp
noise” by turning on a gas-powered generator and wood
cutting with a chain saw. This wood was then loaded onto the
truck and hauled back to the boat dock where the wood and
the men boarded the boat. The boat then left the lagoon for
the canal. While this experiment was designed to gather data
on a variety of man-made SOIs, for this paper we will focus
our discussion on the motor boat and its seismic and
infrasonic signature. During the experiment the entire flow of
men and equipment was exercised two times. Additionally, to
ensure sufficient data was collected on the motor boat, the
boat made a looping circuit of the lagoon thirty times. This
allowed the deployed sensor arrays to gather multiple data
sets at a variety of distances and arrival angles as the boat
moved around the lagoon. This allowed us to get a rich data
set for the boat and also evaluate repeatability of the
measurements and sensor network.
B. Sensor Configuration
The experimental sensor network consisted of a
combination of seismic and infrasound sensors (12
infrasound sensors and 2 seismic sensors). The sensors were
placed at distances of 3m to 192m from the closest point of
approach (CPA) in a logarithmic spacing to support
geo-location and direction finding. Fig. 2 shows the relative
arrangement of the sensor network (not to scale).

Fig. 3. Infrasound time history for boat.

Infrasound signals were detected that ranged from ~0.25
Pa at UAFA-I1 (3m distance) to ~0.01 Pa at M2UGSA-I6
(192m distance).
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Fig. 4. Seismic time history for boat.
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Fig. 2. Sensor configuration during experiment.

C. Observed Results
As indicated above, the boat made thirty circuits of the
experimental course to support extended data gathering. In
the case of both the infrasound and the seismic sensors,
positive detection of the boat was made at all sensor locations
(distances) by analyzing the time-history data [3]. Fig. 3

Fig. 5. Infrasound spectra for boat.

Note we show two passes of the boat in the infrasound to
illustrate the minimum, repeatable, boat SOI whereas the
seismic data illustrates repetition of the SOI over many
passes. As can be seen, in both the infrasound and seismic
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data sets, there are observable similarities between the
different passes for all infrasound and seismic sensors,
especially in the frequency domain.
With detection of the boat successfully demonstrated using
both the infrasound and seismic sensors, the data were
processed for characterization of the boats unique signature.
As Fig. 5 indicates, the boat displayed a 32 Hz fundamental
response with observable harmonics at 64 Hz and 96 Hz.

The seismic spectra for the boat are presented in Fig.6 and
can be compared to the infrasound spectra presented earlier.
One can readily identify the 32 Hz fundamental and 64 Hz
harmonic signatures. The differences between the third
harmonic in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 are due to Doppler shift, the
anti-aliasing filters and windowing effects. There also exists
an 18 Hz response that is purely a seismic signal as it does not
show up in the infrasound data.
As with most signal processing applications, the use of
filtering can improve the dynamic range of the intended
signals by reducing or removing the contributions of those
that are outside the band of interest. The goal with filtering of
the data is to increase the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (S/N or SNR)
and improve the interpretability of the data. Without going
into a detailed discussion of filter theory (as it is outside the
scope of this paper), a simple re-stating of the definition of
the signal-to-noise ratio is presented here. For a signal level
and a noise level measured over a common test bandwidth
and expressed in the dB power scale, the signal-to-noise ratio
(also on a dB scale) is given by:
𝑆
𝑁 𝑑𝐵

During all “detection” phases of the experiment the boat
was operated with the throttle fully open to ensure a constant
sound intensity level. The subject boat used a 25HP,
3-cylinder outboard motor making 6000 RPM at full throttle.
As the fundamental frequency of the boat is determined by
the engines composition, speed and propeller rotation we
should be able to predict the boats signature (at least for the
fundamental) [4]. The projected fundamental frequency for
these motor parameters is 150 Hz [5].
RPM
𝑥 # Cylinders
60

# RevolutionsperCycle

6000
𝑥 3
60

2

= 150 𝐻𝑧.

𝑃𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙
𝑃𝑛𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒

(3)

where the P-terms in Equation 3 are respectively the signal
power and the noise power. To demonstrate the potential
effectiveness of filtering the test data, infrasound signals
from two sensors (M2UGSA-4 and M2UGSA-6) are shown
in Fig. 7 with M2UGSA-6 having been run through a
Pure-State filter developed by our University of Alaska
teammate [6]. The filtered data shows a significant increase
in SNR, particularly below ~50 Hz. The SNR near the 32 Hz
response is increased from ~10 dB to ~ 30 dB. From a
detection standpoint, the benefit of the filtering process is
evident when observing the 32 Hz response. This is difficult
to see in the unfiltered data but is quite prominent after the
filtering process.

Fig. 6. Seismic spectra for boat.

𝑓 𝐻𝑧 =

= 𝑆𝑁𝑅𝑑𝐵 = 10𝑙𝑜𝑔10

(1)
(2)

The above equation provides the fundamental frequency in
Hz for an engine but does not have a load term. Once the
engine prop is submerged in water and the boat is under
heavy load (as it was in our case), a shift to lower frequencies
would be expected. For example, the load on the motor
changes the output frequencies. A heavily laden boat would
be expected to produce a significantly lower frequency than
that of the motor out of the water for instance. Indeed, the
observed data of our heavily laden boat shows a fundamental
of 32 Hz – substantially less than the upper limit shown
above. We calculated that approximately 1280 RPM are
needed to produce a fundamental frequency of 32 Hz for the
above engine not considering load as a factor. Considering
uncertainties in the actual RPMs used for the boat passes, and
the effect of a heavy load on the engine, the difference
between the calculated fundamental frequency and the
observed fundamental frequency seem plausible. In any case,
the very constant response in the observed data during the
detection phase (across multiple circuits of the boat)
produced an acceptable data set for this experiment.

Fig. 7. Infrasound data filtering example.

As with the infrasound data, the seismic data may also be
filtered. In this example we filtered the M2UGSA seismic
data and present the results in Fig. 8. Similar to the
infrasound data, the raw data at the 32 Hz fundamental has an
SNR of ~ 10 dB, while the filtered response is improved to
~40 dB. Additionally, the response of the 32 Hz signal is
178
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boat) allows for analysis of the data beyond just the
infrasound detection and filtering presented above. As the
spectrogram below indicates, the boat used in the experiment
was detected by multiple infrasound sensors placed at various
distances from the CPA. This data can be analyzed to study
the effects of distance on detection for example, or the
repeatability of the boats signature from one pass to another.
Demonstrating strong frequency signature characteristics is a
key criterion of any characterization and classifier
methodology.

easier to detect in the filtered data.

~10 dB SNR
~40 dB SNR

Fig. 8. Seismic data filtering example.

In addition to making the detection easier to observe at the
distances used for this experiment, by filtering the data and
improving the SNR and thus the dynamic range of the system,
the distance at which the boat may be detected can be
increased. Fig. 9 presents the projected detection range
capability as the signal sound pressure level (SPL) decreases.

Fig. 10. Boat infrasound signature.
Ambient noise floor
32 Hz
64 Hz 128 Hz

Projected SPL threshold with
Pure-State noise reduction

potential range
improvement

Fig. 9. Infrasound detection capability.
Fig. 11. Mag^2 coherence estimate I1-I2.

The colored dots on Fig. 9 represent the infrasound sensors
placed at the experimental distances from the CPA and the
corresponding SPL recorded at each. The ambient noise floor
for the experiment (~15-20 dB below the data) is also shown.
As described earlier, with the application of Pure-State
filtering, the noise floor can be extended an additional 30-40
dB. This increase in dynamic range is represented by the
shaded “Projected SPL threshold” region shown in the figure.
Recognizing that the SPL falls approximately 30 dB per
decade, a potential increase in the boat detection distance can
be predicted. From Fig. 9, when using Pure-State filtering, it
should be possible to increase the infrasound detection
distance for the boat used in the experiment from ~ 100m to
over 1000m.

Fig. 10 above represents a snapshot of the boats infrasound
signature collected during the experiment (expanded from the
bottom of Fig 3 above for clarity). For the following analyses,
this dataset was further subdivided by extracting only a
representative sample of data. In this case, two consecutive
circuits of the boat executed towards the end of the
experiment. This resulting data set can be presented as a
time-series plot similar to the top of Fig. 3 above or a power
spectral density (PSD) plot similar to Fig. 5 above. To
evaluate the degradation of the infrasound response as a
function of distance from the CPA, we first evaluated the
correlation between the spectrums of pairs of sensors. In each
case we compared a sensors spectrum to that of the first
sensor.
A comparison of Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 above shows the
identifiable harmonics detected during the test at 32,64Hz,

D. Statistical Analysis of Results
Having the added benefit of multiple sensors in the
experiment along with 30 separate trial runs (circuits of the
179
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128Hz, and so forth. Fig. 11 indicates a strong coherence
between the observed frequency spectra of the sensors #1 and
#2, particularly for the first 100Hz. The upper portion of the
test bandwidth has a lesser degree of coherence indicating
more broadband noise. There are however, clear “spikes”
present at the location of the harmonic frequencies. Fig. 12
shows the same type of coherence analysis. In this case
sensors #1 and #6 are compared. Here there is much less
coherence in the lower portion of the test band. While the
majority of the band seems to be dominated by broadband
noise (uncorrelated), the presence of the key harmonic
frequencies can easily be detected.

boat. In the case of Fig. 14 the data presented is from sensor
#2. As with the first sensor, there is very little coherence
between the two passes of the boat for ambient conditions.
There is however a fairly good correlation between passes for
the harmonic frequencies. This indicates that the signals at
the fundamental and harmonic frequencies would add
coherently between passes and signal averaging methods
would be beneficial.

32 Hz
64 Hz

128 Hz

64 Hz

32 Hz

128 Hz

Fig. 14. Mag^2 coherence estimate I2 pass-pass.

IV. FUTURE WORK
While this field experiment included SOIs [7] from various
sources (men, boats, vehicles, machinery) only the
infrasound and seismic data from the boat was analyzed for
this paper. Additional work to characterize the SOIs of the
other signal sources can be undertaken.

Fig. 12. Mag^2 coherence estimate I1-I6.

An alternative comparison of the coherence between the
infrasound data sets can be made by comparing the data for a
given sensor between different circuits of the boat. As
indicated earlier, the boat made 30 circuits of the lagoon
during the experiment. In this particular case, two of the final
circuits are analyzed.

V. CONCLUSION
A field experiment has been conducted in which
infrasound and seismic signals of interest were collected by
an array of sensors. These data were then analyzed to
determine the fundamental and harmonic frequency
components of the boats characteristic signature. The use of
Pure-State filtering improved the SNR of the data
(particularly below about 50 Hz). Coherence of the signals
between sensors for a given pass of the boat as well as signal
coherence between passes was analyzed. As would be
intuitively expected, the sensor-to-sensor coherence was
much higher than that of the signals collected for different
passes of the boat.

128 Hz
32 Hz

64 Hz
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Fig. 13 depicts the magnitude-squared coherence analysis
for the infrasound data sets of two independent passes of the
boat. The results indicate a very low coherence between the
ambient characteristics for the two data sets over the two
passes. In the practical sense, apart from the harmonic
frequencies, the broad-band signature was not highly
correlated between passes. Many of the key harmonic
frequency signatures are present in the data however.
Similar to Fig. 13, Fig. 14 above shows a
magnitude-squared coherence estimate for two passes of the
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